Kindergarten's 2020-2021 Supply List

Below is our supply list that you can bring in the first week of school. The teachers have chosen these **SPECIFIC BRANDS** because they have proven to be less toxic, actually work and last longer. These supplies can be purchased on Amazon, Target, Staples, Kmart, Walmart, or Office Depot.

**Since children need to have their own supplies, Please LABEL everything with your child’s name.**

- Labeled change of clothes **IN A SEALED ZIPLOC BAG** (socks, underwear, shirt, and pants that are easy for your child to put on independently.)
  
  **PLEASE LABEL ALL OF YOUR CHILD’S CLOTHING!**

- $20 in a sealed envelope with your child’s name for special projects.
- 1 box of **Ziploc** brand storage bags (sandwich size)
- 1 box of **Ziploc** brand storage bags (Gallon Size)
- 1 Packs of **Astrobright** colored **cardstock** (Primary colors or neon or black)
- 1 Primary Notebook (NOT regular composition notebooks, refer to picture)
- 1 roll of clear **Scotch brand packing tape**
- 1 packs of **HOT Laminating Sheets** (not self stick)
- 2 packs of baby wipes

Thank You In Advance From The Kindergarten Team!